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INTRODUCTION 

The first curse and blessing that spreads it's sticky tentacles over every single and separate aspect of a 

man's life, is his mind.  

It is the little bud of consciousness that forms the day a man is conceived, blooming steadily over the 

course of his years on earth and finally wilting away as he nears the day he will return to dirt.  

It is in a man's mind where he has frequent fellowship with all things tangible and all things intangible; 

and with all things internal and all things external.  

A man's mind is his place of enthronement and his place of enslavement; For as he is liberated by the 

knowledge of certain truths which cannot be altered, he is also entrapped by many unsolvable mysteries 

therein.  

And so it is with concern that I must candidly say to myself first, and then to you my dear reader, "...all 

minds matter!... ". We needn't downplay the power and freedom of a healthy mind, because indeed, 

almost no one can rescue a man, should he be somehow trapped in the twisted stage play of his own 

chaotic thoughts.  

So what then happens, if somehow, we find ourselves in this labyrinth of thoughts, emotions and 

imaginations?  

Journey with me through the minds of Dynamo and Voke, in their sometimes unfiltered; sometimes 

jagged; sometimes bold; sometimes elegant; and sometimes even celestial poetry. Poetry that either grips 

you with the intensity of an overhaul, or the sweetness of a lullaby. And in my most cliche and overly 

used sincerest words, as of all good poetry, the pieces in this book are honest and true. Honest mental 

conversations and chatter that meld themselves into an eruptive mix of perspectives, depth and art.  

Journey with me into the minds of these distinctive soul brothers in this chapbook, "Conversations In My 

Head" 

 

-Mercy Williams  
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A little world at large 

  

To every being, it's world 

A picture of stars and the moon, dark 

Painted on a canvas, smeared, on the sides by blood 

The blood - my hue identity, at least the only one I can afford 

A picture of blood with brushes colored in white and black 

The scars on my face, a prediction of my world 

 

To every being, it's world 

Struggling to swim in a pond with depths unknown  

Not a blush nor a feeling of such force me to shut my eyes  

Only to stop my tears from killing me; the protagonist also dies 

Here, I must die by my eyes as they water the pain life has sown  

My eyes are blurry, and that's my world  

 

To every being, its world  

Don't get weary of hearing tales of my mind  

Daily as I tweet and exclaim on the apogee of Babel's Tower  

Daily my alter ego wins my barest sanity over  

A captive of the fierce and mighty, my mind shut blind  

My mind is a fugitive, in my little world  

 

To every being, its world 

Mine is bound by an endless chain reaction 

My world is floating in nature's time and space 

Gliding on my dreams, regrets, past and gloom, yet here I find solace 

A world of uncommon attraction 

Join the queue to get tickets, you're welcome to my world 

 

 

-Dynamo 
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Earth 

 

Welcome to Earth 

A big round ball of people with breath 

The trees are green and the roses are red 

One can often see that- buyers beware 

Where men can fly and the birds can trek 

 

Welcome to Earth 

I said welcome to Earth 

Have you seen nature’s bliss and its flawless lakes? 

Mountain hills and its snowy flakes 

One can't deny being engaged 

Love till the end - we're all bound by fate 

 

Welcome to Earth 

Welcome to Earth 

Earth is not void of sickness within 

Like every human, it has a weakness in it 

The weakness therein – is all of mankind in it 

A growing cancer, which has no plan to seize 

 

Welcome to Earth 

Welcome to Earth 

If I could wish for a better Earth 

I wouldn't do it, in a thousand years 

My world is perfect with its imperfections 

And I'm sure, we're heading in the wrong direction 

But that's the joy of total misdirection 

You never know until you're in a new dimension 

 

 

-Voke 
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Societal jargons 

 

Society, 

A collection of people related by the blood of Adam, having equilibrate love and hatred for one and the 

other- hypocritical in all senses 

The society is an egotistical psychopath in a broken world 

How can one choose to be judge, jury and executioner whilst claiming to be Saint Peter despite glaring 

betrayal? 

Such is the form society has taken 

 

Society,  

Has decided to rival the creator in his supremacy, as an entity always making laws and setting rules that 

only arouse its ego  

If society was a man, it'll be one with a hunger quenching ego 

If society was a woman, she'll be the town gossip 

Ugly troll 

Society decides how one's life should be lived 

It makes the rules and shames offenders 

 

Society,  

Weighs your life on an imbalanced scale of hypocrisy, yet society is never wrong 

Our society has created mental trenches that barricade race, gender, status, ambition and humans in 

general from purposeful interaction 

Society is tight fisted and is stingy to everyone and itself - a broken moral compass 

It points accusing fingers at itself, yet manages to escape judgment 

 

Society is a menace, a hypocrite 

It is a blind moral guide that inflicts pain 

A liar and a double standard cheat 

A murderer coercing people to death, a flat-track bully 

 

Society is the human race's cancer 

Society is me 

Society is you 

Society is us 

 

 

-Dynamo 
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Sicko mode 

 

Chunk! Chunk!! Chunk!!! 

My world is being eaten away 

Not by the water that fills its space 

But by wickedness of humans, that feel its grace 

I wish we could love with sweet embrace 

 

Chunk! Chunk!! Chunk!!! 

My world is falling away 

I only cry as I watch everything in disarray 

Man being vile for another's skin tone 

I wish this had an end, I can’t bear this alone 

 

Chunk! Chunk!! Chunk!!! 

My world tears away 

As Mother Nature curses and weeps all day 

My world isn't transparent just like her lakes 

My world is dark -pitch black like her caves 

 

Chunk! Chunk!! Chunk!!! 

My world fades away 

 

To an abode filled with darkness 

Get lit soon 

 

 

-Voke 
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Armaged-don’t 

 

The world isn't coming to an end 

There's far too much pain without compensation 

The mystical sigh at us as they sit high up the constellations 

Too many people sow but no repercussions is seen 

Or doesn't reap what you sow apply to their sins? 

 

The world isn't coming to an end 

I've been oppressed by the mighty and I've scorned the weak 

Our bed isn't one of roses as it was made to prick 

Whoever lays on it healthy or sick, take a pick 

Our home is close or the sun yet our future is bleak 

 

The world wasn't made to end 

Open your inner eyes and see that the people we chose to oversee 

Our needs see us over there dying while they travel overseas 

This isn't me stirring up a controversy 

We are blinded by what we see 

 

The world isn't coming to an end 

We live and die by living on the edge 

Yet the Earth is round and a sphere has no edge 

We suffer in silence and I swear to my nation we pledge 

We've lived thousands of years and still no common sense 

 

The world isn't coming to an end 

For it is memorized in nursery rhymes 

That all good things must come to an end 

And since the world is a bad place 

There is no end 

 

 

-Dynamo 
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The female and all her fires 

I endure my pain, be it physical or emotional 

I warp it up with my mind, no matter the depth of its claws in my soul 

When it is my time of the month and my uterine muscles contract my lower abdomen, creating a vortex of 

pain and wreckage, I absorb it 

When a migraine, formed out of the blue, hits my temples with fevered vigor, I adopt it 

When fate decides to mark me once again with incontestable depression birthed from my conspicuous 

flaws, 

When she decides to strip me bare, 

When she assumes the position of beheader, of bloodhound, of beast 

When she decodes my strongholds and tears them down, 

I evolve 

I do not tell myself, 'Be strong' 

I tell myself, 'I am strong' 

I do not tell myself, ' Be beautiful' 

I tell myself, 'I am beautiful' 

 

-Divine Etumudon 
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October’s fragments 

Take me back to October the 3rd 

With the heaviest of downpours and roads eclipsed by mud 

My pride had been stolen, and my heart was hurt 

Like lips that were swollen, my life had taken a nod 

At that moment I realized, my life needed a nudge 

 

The ends justifies the means,  

And they say crime doesn't pay, yet so many criminals make ends that defy that statement 

Everyone has a story, but not everyone can tell it 

I'm not gunning to be the guy everyone watches on the tele 

I want to be the guy, who arrives on time, not early 

I came up a low life 

No easier way to say it 

 

I still remember when we were evicted from our house 

We kept mute, as the evictors rounded our flat  

Everywhere echoed silence, but the squeals of the rats  

The tensions would make my little brother hold up his farts  

 

The world bullied me hard  

And to survive in these wretches, I got my fight on 

To show guys I meant business, I had my tie worn  

The sky was the only thing I gazed upon 

To God I spoke, to lift my life up 

I learnt early on that life could never be alright 

And I promised to always write 

In hope that life treats me right 

 

-Voke 
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Your reward 

We live in a world of so many paths, so many routes, and so many starts  

Yet life is but one, at most two; we're not cats  

For every path starts its own sequence, between two paths that's the difference  

To each act there's a function, each word a repercussion  

It all comes back  

Whatever you sow, its rewards will stack and when you think you're free, it attacks 

 

Years later when you are old, you realize that the evil unknown that in your earlier years you've sown, has 

grown into a skeleton of bones, with a mind of its own, and has come for you. Alone 

What would you do when the mistakes you make, whether real or fake are here to hang you on the stake, 

and punish you till you break? 

Who would you tell that you have a fancy mansion but you can't live in satisfaction because you're scared 

of the actualization of your evil's reaction? 

Will you still blame the spiritual for your past deeds? 

 

So, while you're young and life's basic, remember these words of advice 

Before it's too late and you have to face the music with destruction staring you in the eyes 

And then your inner eyes suddenly realize that your past has come back haunting, with the sharpest knife, 

hunting  

Ready to take its pound of flesh in kilos, to take you, not your family nor your amigos. To take you  

When all your evil works connected in cords, 

Result in a knock at your ward and you hear the words, "Hello, it's me your reward"? 

Will you be expecting a gift of love, or will it come with a darting flaming sword? 

 

Choose wisely 

 

-Dynamo 
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Chris’ Tone 

My past rings louder in my head  

More than the alarm clock set by my bed  

I once knew a girl- a gem rightly bred 

Her name was Chris- Christiana Obed 

 

I was her cub, the perfect Simba 

And the things that we did made me to sin bad 

She called me the star that lit up her life, 

Her Sinestro 

But only wanted a good sinner’s stroke 

 

Unknown to me, 

My days with this gem were numbered 

And we hadn't lasted up till early December 

Christiana Obed, girl with the supposed good head,  

Was caught on my bed, giving head to another-  

And shortly, I’d gut the fool without a bother 

 

 

My past rings louder in my head 

Sharper than the brightness of the color red 

The same shade that flowed from her bruised head 

The moment I struck hard at it with an old bell 

I had killed Chris and thrown her into an abandoned well 

Who am I to know peace, after hushing the light of a rare gem? 

 

-Voke 
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Grandpa’s Tale 

Dear Diego,  

I still think about the days when love tasted like gall 

Yet Maria and I were content and happy with a smile 

I remember when we fought with knives and lies 

When we couldn't stand each other's guts 

So we sat down and discussed our differences 

Each with a dagger behind his back and a holographic smile 

I remember when we fought like cats and dogs 

With the heaviest downpours drenching our communion 

Our past is one filled with pain, anguish and hate 

Our future was in view, but we couldn't look past our present fights 

We were never meant to be disciples of love 

It was best we went our separate way with memories and scars 

Days of our teenage lust had made it clear we weren't fit 

How would we fit when we couldn't workout the simplest issues? 

We ended it 

 

Today I'm 40 years wise with children now grown 

I have the loveliest of families and I couldn't be happier 

Oh, did I forget to tell you I still got married to Maria? 

We fought against all odds but you bet we made it  

She's the love of my life and my soul mate  

Our past was so terrible and filled with dust and dirt  

We took the dust and sculpted a future our past didn't foresee 

We defied our past, defy yours too 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Grandpa 

 

-Dynamo  
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Mama’s boy 

Growing up, I wanted so badly to get laid 

But mama always saw things different, she wanted me to be made 

Whenever I thought things through and decided to calm down 

My girlfriend would get mad, and would tell me to come around 

And straight away I'd run back into the net I'd just be scolded for 

We'd make love, cuddle, and make plans till past four 

 

Fast forward ten years on 

And even the girlfriend has moved on 

Now I'm grown and I've been dealt with massive blows 

Mama’s son has seen the highs of life and even the lows 

Life has treated the heart as if it were a toy 

If I had listened to mama’s plans, none of this would've happened to mama’s boy 

 

-Voke 
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Our heroes’ path 

The labor of our heroes past should not be in vain 

A part of the hypocritical national anthem of Nigeria 

Can someone remind me who our heroes are again? 

The ones who stood over Patti and named us Niger-area? 

 

Our today is a reflection of our heroes past 

We live in a deteriorating community with no hope 

Heroes they were or merely faking it from the start 

They laid a broken foundation that forces us to cope 

 

Our youths are stirred in guns and weapons alike 

The police isn't freely available to bail you 

But bail is free yet the fee is always hiked 

The protectors can turn around to oppress you 

 

Arise oh compatriots even if you have a US passport 

Nigeria's call is incoming but Glo wouldn't let us see it 

To serve our father-land even with a fake WAEC result 

With love and strength and ethnic hate breeding 

 

Our heroes past labored hard and courageously 

So that they could ride in Mercedes and tour 21st century Paris 

They took our money and sweat and spent it lavishly 

Their generations enjoying our toils while we labor to breathe 

 

The country is here today because of our heroes past 

Whether you think they did well or not is your call 

Just know Nigeria is ranked among the World's richest as last  

Heroes past so idolized, when in fact they failed us all 

 

-Dynamo 
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The Art of God 

 

The Lord sculpted us in His image and in His likeness 

God, the purest of beings and the Pinnacle of Holiness 

We were supposed to live like Him in gladness 

So why are their many sculptures with unpleasant images? 

You made all things beautiful 

Yet all things went their separate ways and altered your specs 

Sculptures became sculptors with no experience 

And made a mess of themselves and became burdens 

Yet, you made grace to entertain these egoistic rebels 

Saying "come unto me all ye that are heavy laden" 

Sculptures were given another chance at beauty 

Shalom 

 

-Dynamo  
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Except God 

When I struggled with grades and wanted a break. No one came to aid. Except God 

When I was out of school and quite depressed, no one called me back. Except God  

When I needed a place to lay my head, no one gave me a base. Except God  

When I was lost in space and in the wrong place, no one took me out. Except God 

When the world called me crazy, and I needed a hearing, no one cleared my case. Only God  

When my friends called me loser and a good-for-nothing, no one saw me win. Except God  

When people ask me why I call on him without fail, that I can be something else without God 

I say to them calmly, the world cast me out with so much haste and no one fathered me. Except God 

 

-Voke 
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Playing god with God 

Humans, creations of God and God's damned creations 

What sacrifice hath not been made? 

What plot to restore all nations? 

Yet adieu to the solemn beck of the Master, thou wickedly bade 

 

Praise my soul the prince of Bel-Air 

The one who guards the golden paradise keys 

Who gave himself to slaughter for the sake of love and care 

And still forgave a robber to partake of heaven's bliss 

 

What sacrifice hath Earth made? Pray tell 

For the one who invented life and death 

What offering have thou rendered since He conquered hell?  

What have thou done to repay His love for Earth? 

 

Thou showeth gratitude in killings and war 

Thou wail unto the King yet stab him from the rear 

Forgetting that in an act of bore 

He, with a finger snap, can exhume thee leaving no hair 

 

Thou hath forsaken thy Rabbi 

Stubbornly ignoring His precious word 

It’s the end of the days and it’s a painful sight 

That man hath become god over God 

 

-Dynamo 
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Stray not 

I was not designed to be independent of my God.  

So why have I forsaken him, when I'm still a servant to his word? 

I wish I’d say my prayers like I’d die without them 

In Jesus’ name. Who am I without Him? 

I think it’s true, that fervent prayers are a good omen 

 

My service is to God, hence, I resist the devil 

The epitome of all things evil 

My foes know not – Beware! He plans to ruin you 

A thief, murderer and destroyer too 

Too chaotic a package, I’d rather be prayerful 

In Jesus’ name. Who am I without Him? 

I’ve seen now that my fervent prayers are a good omen 

Hence, I’ve learnt to say my Amens 

For I would die without em’ 

 

-Voke 
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Hear my plea, please 

My insecurities and curiosity drive me to the edge 

Earth’s creation story and tales of its end all seem weird  

For fear of blasphemy I sit quietly and within I ponder  

I have questions for Him that mortals can only wrongly answer 

Why am I surprised? Mortals couldn't possibly decipher  

Lacking basic understanding of His true essence 

We merely infer from beholding a bit of His presence 

So just like Adam was able to chat with you, Lord, over a chess game 

On cool breezy evenings far from the sun's flame 

Project your thoughts, Rabbi, towards me so I too can gladly proclaim  

Your thoughts of good for me, in Jesus’ name 

Amen 

 

-Dynamo 
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Forgive me, Father 

Here's a 15 year old me 

Still struggling to find my balance, ground my feet 

I'm a Christian- mother told me 

The greatest way of life, she said I'd need 

In the blood of Jesus, I scream! 

 

Soon as I realize that the things I do are sins! 

My messed up self still wouldn't listen in two weeks 

As the only thing I'd want to taste are pills that make me weak 

In the blood of Jesus, I'd scream! 

 

Still battling with my mates that push me to sin 

Lying to feel among - suddenly isn't so sweet 

My lies put fences round my life - suddenly I'm quick 

It's like I'm sprinting towards a brick wall and pretending it isn't there 

And when I hit it, what happens next, is a ton of bricks escorting me to Hell 

Hades, red angry Hades, fueled by the heat from the fire beyond 

Burnt by the flames from his fire within 

Hades - already waiting at hell’s gate, with his mane and his men 

Ready to build a house for me. And play host to me 

I'd rather go back to moments just before my birth, or moments before my fall 

In the blood of Jesus, I'd scream  

 

The fewer hours on Earth, the more I know their worth 

My God watches this chaos. And knows that my fate would be sealed in court 

In the blood of Jesus, I scream! 

 

Lord please forgive my sins!! 

 

-Voke 
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Fate of my heart 

Where do hearts go upon death? 

I sit by the ocean under the blood moon dripping in drenching sweat 

The cool breeze of the mobile ocean waves hit hard 

Another mystery that would brain freeze the gods 

Where do hearts exist in when death wins? 

 

For the soul becomes harvested and becomes an artifact 

One of which light and dark wrestle over, finders’ keepers 

Where lots are cast and the victor boasts in conquest 

We hear also the tales of where the body lazily sleeps  

Tales of ashes to ashes and dust to dusts in particulates  

Of manure and chameleon-esque mix with the soil  

Do hearts follow the duopoly fate of the soul? 

Do they accompany the lax behavior of the soil?  

 

In a flash of short wisdom bursts it hits me  

Maybe in death our hearts are imprinted  

As memories on friends and friends of friends  

And families and families of friends in hypnotic circles  

Maybe our hearts are passed on to others who inherit our vanity  

For our hearts are worn on our sleeves and so whoever we clothe has a piece of our hearts  

Or maybe I'm just insane  

Well mad people have thought processes too and this is mine  

 

And finally my mind stopped racing  

Sweats were dried up and I began to feel the chill 

I was free from my mind, for now 

 

-Dynamo  
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Wins and L’s 

I'm supposed to write a piece about my heart but right now,  

I can't cook up any piece of art  

Emotions and weaknesses have gotten the better of me  

Sometimes my readers think all I write are perceptions of me  

My gifts wear no vest - they make me vulnerable  

This writer blots his best - he's not culpable  

 

Pilates - yes ye Pilates, free a man from his shackles, judge not this man from your angles  

I crave anklets and bangles, not this chain locks and cuffs too. 

And yes, I also hate the curfews  

Well here's a piece of my heart, a piece on too many sinners and not enough saints.  

With judgey perceptions about people's sins 

 

-Voke 
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Agbeke  

Ololufemi akoko 

Pardon me, Agbeke mi 

This break in communication burns my soul too 

I'm truly sad, iyawo mi, but this breach is inevitable 

For how can I sculpt the life of our dreams with stick and stones from this hexed settlement? 

I had to go to sprout from my all-time low 

I couldn't bare struggling in penury for a future that wouldn't show  

Na only for big city person fit blow and small time I go soon turn celebrity so 

How's baami and Iya Yemisi? 

I am sending this letter with an attachment of a token 

Ba mi manage e; #700 naira  

Use it to buy the ileke and buba you always murmured about buying 

I hope Alani-orobo isn't still disturbing you about marriage 

O mo pe eleriibu ni bobo yen 

He's only after your gigantic buttocks  

Jor, keep the fire of my love burning in you 

I'm working as assistant to Professor Wale Soyinke, the famous engineer 

Come next year; 2001, I should have purchased my GSM; Trium 

I'll soon come and carry you away from that abule 

Wo! Oro mi ti n poju 

Remember my heart beats for you, gbim gbim 

You just have to open your ears to hear it 

 

Monife e, Agbeke mi owon, 

Odaabo 

 

-Dynamo  
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Rachael 

If you look deep into my heart, at least 1,600 cells below 

You'd see a piece of art, ne who is sane and one that’s also loco 

This piece of art in my heart is a woman, one who helps me escape from all my demons 

With my lens and the light of day, I still can't extensively describe her features 

My head needs a reform, features so bold, yet so hidden 

 

My lady's a genius 

She's the kind of woman to rescue me from a fire, but may have started the fire herself 

My lady is heads on crazy 

Oh Zeus, bolts from Zeus, strike forth this love so we'd bleed like Aphrodite 

Not something sinister born out of our sin 

But something magical, one unseen 

 

-Voke 
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Defiled by the vile 

Aduke 

The night whispers in boastful youth 

The gentle cries of folklore and mysteries enchant the air 

The trees stagger in drunkenness as their leaves sway in hopeful rhythm 

Amidst this aesthetically alluring scenes 

The moon fixed its dull gaze on a body lying near lifeless 

 

Aduke 

Daughter of the pride of the village 

Plagued or blessed by unfair beau and pulchritude 

Her body like a sculpture model for artistic angels 

The Earth swore she dripped of milk and the purest honey 

Yet this tale is soaked in thick pain and sacred bloodshed 

 

Aduke 

Where did she go wrong? 

She only wanted to bathe under half empty red moon 

Just to make the gods salivate 

Little did she know, she was doomed to be attacked 

Not by gods or the mystics 

 

Aduke 

Innocence snatched from one who was purer than gold 

Snatched like a ripe apple, her pride spilled the ground red 

The beast heaved and grinned as he completed this sin 

And vanished with her innocence 

 

Aduke, daughter of the soil, defiled 

Blood tales 

 

-Dynamo 
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High opinions 

Sometimes I feel that my gifts are cursive 

I may lack inspiration, but I still have to meet up with demands  

The way I write is clearly impulsive 

My readers and viewers claim that I'm the man 

The remarks I get show that I'm clearly evolving  

 

I'm writing at night and by day I will surely rewind  

"Voke you've not posted", they steady remind 

Instagram and WhatsApp have been my market from time  

Reposts and remarks matched by no other  

My contacts are the best, nobody can deny  

So, I wrote this poem simply to say thanks 

 

-Voke 
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Chasing  

My dream isn’t a luxurious life, a life free of need or one absent of strife 

It isn’t a sleeper’s haven, dancing entranced to Beethoven  

It isn’t successfully yarning a luscious girl, wearing cream tight jeans  

Just to spawn descendants both handsome and with regal genes 

It isn’t the distant goal set for tomorrow when today promises nothing but sorrow 

 

“No sir that is not my dream.  

And from what I perceive it does seem 

A dream is what a soul does hoard, patiently stored, or sometimes blessedly attached to the umbilical cord 

My dream is to make my life a pulsing dream 

To learn and to love what I do already; 

To check for deflection in a beam, building structures that last at-least a century  

 

For I am a civil engineer by trade and life is a little boring when I am not working 

There lies contentment past the charade, a go-to place for me since I am seeking to make a mark, to 

master my craft now that I can 

Now that I am still breathing 

 

-Lawan Tumsah 
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Procasti-dreamer 

I'm 10 years old and I have a dream 

To be the greatest there has ever been 

The walls of the world will echo my name because 

I'll shake the world but first let me finish these chores 

 

I'm 20 years old and I'm nursing my dream 

I'm not too old to achieve, it seems 

But school and puberty are making life rough 

I'll pursue my dream when I fight them off 

 

I'm 30 years old and yes, it's still my dream 

My beards have grown and my voice is now deep 

My job is tasking and overly demanding 

But I'll still achieve my dream when I'm done with this mailing 

 

I'm 40 years old and I still dream my dream 

I have a house, a wife and two kids who are slim 

I have enough money to make this dream real 

But let me quickly pay off my children's fees 

 

I'm 50 years old and i barely remember my dream 

The memories of my plans have all suddenly gone dim 

I can still put pieces together and pick it all up 

But I'll have to wait till my children get their jobs 

 

I'm 60 years old and I don't know my dream 

I've lived a life void of purpose, or so it'll seem 

"What was the first plan in the dream again?" 

My dream has been lost and I've lost all my gains 

 

Now I'm 70, I once had a dream 

It used to be sweeter than candy and ice cream 

I'm now old and a shadow of my shadow 

I just sit at home weeping and cursing at the rainbow 

 

I couldn't make it to 80, my life is out of steam 

I'm dead and being buried alongside my dream 

I wish I could save my dream and I from this damnation 

I wish I hadn't given in to undue procrastination 

 

-Dynamo 
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Crushed beginnings 

The society I live in today tends to draw up a fiction of what I should be  

No one pays any attention to what I'm supposed to be  

There's a twist in this poem, so be prepared before you read  

My poems have had victims and I’m the villain in question 

But my society has birthed ill-dreams for a long generation 

 

The menace of my society has made my dream a sore reality  

With all my passion and zeal for writing  

I still had to pursue my mother's sentiments towards medicine  

 

Nothing curbs this pain more than reddish pills.  

There's Deji who loves the thrill of painting, but father would not see his son doing this. He finds art 

daunting, the same way my love for clothing never got any real clotting. There goes a wasted dream, 

because when it's raised I get nothing more than endless clouting  

 

Society is a dream’s assassin  

And we're all bound to living this sin 

 

-Voke  
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Jupiter 

Yellow buses flashing in my rainbow-ridden thoughts; you'd think I'm Lagos 

Get into my head, you'd only get hit with bars from Loti and Migos 

I've been living a lie, my fallacies are contagious 

Cause if I tell the truth and chant my Amens 

People try to rob me of my good omen 

 

My dreams have taken shots of disappointment  

Right now they're probably drunk or comatose  

Call them over-beering, an overdose 

My dreams have become as true as lies 

Because my mind has gotten too familiar with these very lines  

Heartbreaks ring up my entire being 

I'm the Jupiter of all broken dreams 

 

-Voke 
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 The Naija dream 

I'm in a realm filled with vibrations 

Of sounds from the mortal world 

 

Snores 

Thin lines between reality and reality 

After conception, I was baptized in the pool of struggle 

And christened a Nigerian, evergreen 

On the seventh day I was named Pain, Sorrow and Hopeless 

In folklore tales was I admitted to the school of thought 

Of self-dependence and the need to be smart 

I was taught to work the hardest and keep walking  

With a forward gaze mindless of the toes I dash  

And oblivious to the potholes that terrorize our roads  

 

Trance 

A people in slumber, such as one under a spell 

We have learnt to be extremist in our beliefs  

Religious and ethnic chauvinists  

The pride of Africa is crumbling but we are blind  

Blinded by crisp notes and honey dipped tongues served with ego 

Forced into silence, not with guns, but with mind restraints  

We have learnt to be mental slaves  

 

Dream  

The rims of our minds are coated with mediocrity  

We settle for a bungalow in Surulere or Lekki and a family of 5 

With enough quids to survive and keep the family alive  

You be big man once you don buy one small ride  

You're bigger if you employ someone to drive  

You're living the life  

The Nigerian life  

The Nigerian dream  

But this scope don fade and country don dey terrible  

House and car sef no dey sustainable, man can't be comfortable  

So let me just use this axe to scatter this table  

We don dream we don tire, country is getting harder  

The new Nigerian dream na to wake up for Canada 

 

-Dynamo 
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Bariga never sleeps 

Waking up by 4, just seconds into my first nightmare. Funny how it's still a.m.  

I'm structured to wake up to greet my Lord and say my Amens, before it is 4:15am. 

Coincidentally I'm sipping tea and wearing a tie, my wish for a good sleep is nothing but a lie. Life has 

never asked for more multitasking, with each thought I'm left gasping.  

 

By 5 I'm at the bus stop, rooting for a good sit close to the Windows in the BRT.  

Who wouldn't want a good view from the mainland to the island?  

Still funny how this island holds no treasure, yet I strive to be on it, because finishing on time is the only 

way I'd have space for leisure. 

 

By 6 in the pm it's another battle to get off this treasure-less island.  

This time I'm forcefully sniffing fumes from the back sit of a danfo, with butts intertwined with mixed 

cultures, 

Hell, this struggle almost seems like a lost cause.  

 

It's 6:55pm and I'm a man from Bariga edging towards the Lagos dream. 

 

-Voke 
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At the end of it 

11:28 pm on a dark Friday night, 

Dynamo: Indulge me brother, what lies beyond time? 

Voke: I heard it's a land no living man has seen 

Dynamo: Should we then be eager to visit this void existence? 

Voke: It's a land unknown, a mystery to all 

Dynamo: So, in essence, our ultimate is tied to an event unknown? We are living and dying at the same 

time, hoping to live life yet leaving this life. Is it a dreadful thing to know that in a second you can run out 

of life’s race as your body turns cold? All your struggles and pains, the times you acted bold, yet you 

might not see the day you grow old.  

Voke: It is scary. What comes after we leave this world? I have mused over it a lot and it seems like life is 

a journey or a road to the afterlife – that place of solitude. We are oblivious of how this place will treat us. 

Heck, we might not even be us. In death, are we still going to be aware of the fact that we are dead?  

Dynamo: We told you about our world. How it affects us and shapes our very essence. Our actions of old 

brought about these conversing. Our past was either haunting or taunting us and our minds were 

powerless. So, we sought the face of our creator, the all-powerful and all-seeing God 

Voke: Next came our hearts, the very essence of why we craft arts. With the bulging need to actualize 

what we feel brought about us living our dreams and struggling to fit in the seams of our subconscious 

world. But what comes after you live the dream?  

Dynamo: Our dreams are just lush tickles from nature's foreplay. We always knew they were short lived. 

Ashes to ashes, dreams to dust. The cemeteries are the biggest hosts of dreams. Death strolls by, in 

cowardly ambush, regardless class or status. Brother, we can only but warn these humans – teach them to 

apply wisdom. 

Voke: I guess it all adds up now. That's why we are gifted as writers. It's the only way we can fully relay 

this message. The death to souls is inevitable yet undetectable.  

Dynamo: We are messengers of peace and doom. Words flying in our heads in alignment with the 

ultimate truth. The end is near. A dateless and timeless end. Our world has gone past the times where we 

praise God yet our hearts harbor darkness. Judgement is coming. The end is here 
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THE CONVERSATION DOESN’T END 
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